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vwvw . receltiquesiion paper' coq Maximum: 100 Marks

Answer ALL the questions

Give the set ortruth vatues oran '-iffi"*l*ured in tu" iotnrl.ff,]: 
Marks)

Defi ne confitional and qualifi sd propositions.

State Cholesky's algorithm. 
m

Define Generalized eigenvector. wllw'recentquestion 
papertsol

respectively. Find

6. Find the pdf of y = tan x if x is uniformry distributed over [_ I, ltrru'u uver 
Ve'21'

7. State Bellman,s principle of optimality.
8. Write any two applications of d.ynamic programming.
9. state Little's formulae for infinite system capacity.queueing model.

10' If there are 2 servers in an infinite capacity Poisson queue system with x = 10 per B
hour and p = 15 per hour, what is the percentage of idle time for each server ?

5. The r'ean and variance of a binomiar distribution are 4 and
P6> 1)ifn=6.
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PART _ B
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(5x13=65 Marks)

11.. a) R, is a relation that describes an interconnection between the colour X and

ripeness Y of a tomato and R, represents an interconnection between the ripeness

Y and tasteZ.
Unripe semiripe ripe Sour sweet sour sweet

IJnripe 1 0.2 0

Rl = semiripe (0.7 1 0.3)

ripe 0 0.7 1

Find the relational matrices that represent Max-min, Max-product and

Max-Average cornp ositions .

w!.r\ir . rece ntq uestion pa per: col;'
(oR)

b) Explain different types of'Fuzzyquantifiers with suitable examples.

L2. a) Obtain the QR decomposition,of the matrix A =

b)

13. a)

(oR)

Obtain the singular value d.ecomposition of the mat"i* [- ] i i)Io6e)

Green 1

Rl =Yellow (0.3

red 0
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(13)

(13)

(13)

In a normal distribution, 31% of the values are under 45 and 8o/o are over 64.

Find the mean and standard deviation of the distribution. (13)

(oR)

b) Find the moment generating function of gamma distribution with parameters

a and B and hence find its mean and variance. (13)

L4. a) IJse dynamic programming to show tbatz= P, log P, * P, logPz + ... + P,logpo
subject to the constraints p, + Pr* ... + Po = L and P: 2 0 is minimum if
pr + pz + ... + pn= /n -a (13)

(oR)
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b) The owner of a chain of four grocery stores has purchased six crates of fresh
strawberries. The following table gives the estimated total expected profit at
each store, when it is allocated various number of crates.

$l!.Jw . recentquertron 
paper rco[Il

-3-

Pind the allocation of six crates to four stores so as to maximize the
expected profit. (13)

15. a) Arrival rate of telephone calls at a telephone booth are considered to be Poisson

with an average time of 12 minutes between one arrival and the next. The length
of a phone call is assumed to be distributed exporientially with mean 4 minutes.

1) Find the average number of persons in the system.

2) What is the probability that a person arriving at the booth wiII have to wait
in the queue ?

3) What is the probability that it will take him more than 10 minutes altogether
to wait for phone and complete his call ?

4) Estimate the fraction of the day when the phone will be in use. (13)

(oR) wrvw.receiiiquestion papertcom

b) A supermarket has two girls attending to sales at the counters. If the service

time for each customer is exponential with mean 4 minutes and ifpeople arrive
in Poisson fashion at the rate of 10 per hour. Then

1) What is the probability that a customer has to wait for service ? i

2) Ita customer has to wait in the queue, what is the expected length of the
waitingtime ?

3) What is the average number of customers who has to actually wait ? (1S)
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Find its MGF, ffiean and. variarce.

(oR)
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(lx15=1b Marks)
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PART - C

16' a) i) For a certain binary communication channel, the probability that a
transmitted'CI is received as a'0 is 0.95 and the probability that a transmitted
'f is received as'l-'is 0.90. If the probability that a'0'is transmitted is 0.4,
frnd the probability that i) a'f is received and ii) a'1'was transmitted given

(7)
that a'1'was received.

ii) Arandomvariable Xhastheprobabilityfunction p(x) = f , * =r,2,B,...
2x

b) At a port there are 6 unloading berths and 4 unloading crews. When all the
berths are full, arriving ships are diverted to an overflow facility 20 kms down
the river. Tankers arrive according to a Poisson process with a mean of 1 every
2 h. It takes for an unloading crew, on the average, 10 h to unload a tanker, the
unload.ing time following an exponential distribution. Find

1) How many tankers are at the port on the average ?

2) How long does a tanker spend at the port on the average ?

3) what is the average'arrival rate ai the over flow facility ? (15)
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